**PHILOSOPHY 2013-14 as of 7/19/13  **TENTATIVE & SUBJECT TO CHANGE**

### FALL
**INTRODUCTION COURSES**
- 9/Logic/Otte
- 11/Intro to Phil/Winther
- 22/Intro to Ethical Theory/Dinishak

**HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY**
- 100A/Ancient Greek Phil/Bowin

**UPPER DIVISION COURSES**
- 106/Kant/Stone
- 118/Stoic Ethics/Bowin
- 121/Knowledge & Rationality/Ellis
- 143/Ethics Bowl/TBD

**PHIL 180R/ Readings in Phil/Otte (2cr)**
**PHIL 180R/Readings in Phil/Winther (2cr)**

**ADVANCED SEMINARS**
- 190-01/Phil of Biology/Winther
- 190-02/ Epistemology/ Hicks

**GRADUATE COURSES**
- Phil 203/Autism/Dinishak
- Phil 231/Epistemology/Otte
- PHIL 280/Grad Colloquium/Dinishak

*Not Teaching: Guevara, Hoy, Roth*

### WINTER
**INTRODUCTION COURSES**
- 9/Logic/Bowin
- 11/Intro to Phil/Hicks

**HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY**
- 100B/Rationalists/Stone

**UPPER DIVISION COURSES**
- 108/Fr Phenom+Heidegger/Hoy
- 111/Continental Phil/Winther
- 113/Analytic Philosophy/Roth

**ADVANCED SEMINARS**
- 190/Pittsburgh School/Roth

### SPRING
**INTRODUCTION COURSES**
- 8/Reason, Logic & Idols of Thought/Ellis
- 11/Intro to Phil/Dinishak
- 80M/Science & Society/Roth

**HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY**
- 100C/Empiricists/Stone

**UPPER DIVISION COURSES**
- 119/Intermediate Logic/Otte
- 123/ Phil of Language/ Hicks
- 140/History of Ethics/Dinishak

**PHIL 180R/ Readings in Phil/Otte (2cr)**

**ADVANCED SEMINARS**
- 190-01/David Lewis/Stone
- 190-02/The Good Life/Ellis

**GRADUATE COURSES**
- Phil 2XX / Phil of History/Roth
- Phil 2XX/ Phil of Language / Hicks

*Not Teaching: Bowin, Guevara, Hoy*

*Please check online for the most up-to-date course listing:*
[http://philosophy.ucsc.edu/courses](http://philosophy.ucsc.edu/courses)